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CATALYST PLUGS
Introduction
The service life of electrochemical energy storage devices with aqueous electrolytes, like the lead–acid systems, depends
strongly on keeping the optimal electrolyte level in the cells. The operation at low electrolyte levels increases significantly the
failure rate and the explosion hazard. For example, the high acid concentration in lead–acid cells as a consequence of gradual
water losses accelerates the grid corrosion, the irreversible plate sulfation, and the self-discharge rate.
It is well known that the main source of water losses during battery operation is the buildup of hydrogen and oxygen resulting
from electrolysis.
Catalyst plugs were developed to overcome this limitation, as they recombine to water the oxyhydrogen gas mix generated
during battery charging or standby operation. These devices, mounted at the top of each cell, reconstitute the electrolyzed
water to the cell by means of a catalytic recombination of hydrogen and oxygen, thus avoiding or significantly extending water
replenishing and cell inspection intervals.
intervals
Periodical topping up with distilled water in multicell arrays is a tedious, time-, and labor-consuming task, which increases the
battery maintenance costs. It is also important to mention that in remote areas distilled water and the needed qualified
personnel for field service are rarely available. In addition, water filling and cell inspection become particularly difficult tasks
when cells in the string are placed in hardly accessible sites.

CATALYST PLUGS
Historical Overview
The original idea of utilizing a platinum metal as catalyst to
recombine the evolved hydrogen and oxygen in an
electrochemical cell can be traced back to the coil of a heated
platinum wire connected to the poles inside the nickel–iron cells
proposed by Edison in his US1016874 patent of 1912.
1912 This is
the first documented example of what is today called an ‘internal
recombinator’. The catalyst plug as an ‘external recombinator’
with platinum as catalyst was disclosed in the GB303799 patent
of 1930.
Later devices called battery caps with characteristics that are
more familiar today were disclosed in a number of US patents
between 1949 and 1960. The preferred catalyst was palladium
in the form of palladium-coated pellets on a porous carrier.
The widespread application of catalyst plugs and their
commercial acceptance took place in the 1970s with the
introduction of a new generation of external recombinators.
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Inside the batteries takes part as secondary reaction the water
decomposition of electrolyte;
during the operation the developed oxygen and hydrogen gases move
to the catalyst plug;
by the integrated palladium catalyst these gases recombine into water
vapor;
the water vapor condenses at walls of the dome of the plug;
water drops flow themselves downward back into the battery.

Benefits:
9 Extended topping-up intervals, till double the intervals using standard
ceramic plugs.
9 Increased safety and reduced need of ventilation, till half the required
using standard ceramic plugs (according to EN 50272
50272-2)
2).

Versions:
MCP500 cell capacity up to 500Ah
MCP1000 cellll capacity
it up to
t 1000Ah

Due to the exothermic reaction which takes place during the catalyst operation,
operation Boost/Equalizing charge of cells must be
provided with voltage not higher than 2,40 Vpc, in order to avoid the plugs melting.
Using higher voltage the plugs must be removed from the cells.
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Design:

